
 

KeyMacro is an impressive extension for Google Chrome and Safari browsers that offers a custom keyboard shortcut system for
Chrome. It works by analyzing user behavior when typing in the browser. The idea behind it is pretty simple: when the user
wants to type a certain URL, KeyMacro guesses which keywords the user is using to navigate that web page and binds them to a
keyboard shortcut. In order to start typing and select a specific URL, the user just needs to start typing the URL address. The
extension will then analyze it and suggest which shortcut will go with that search. So, for instance, if the user types
“www.pcworld.com” in the browser, it will suggest that the user is looking for something related to “Computer,” “Windows,”
“Mac,” or “Apple” – and so on. The first keyboard shortcut it suggests is the one that would be most suitable to the specific
keywords typed, but KeyMacro will let the user choose whatever shortcut he wants. Of course, if the user types “logitech” for
example, then KeyMacro will suggest the “help” keyboard shortcut. The possibilities are endless. If you are a frequent user of
the Internet, then there is surely a webpage you visit frequently that KeyMacro won’t know about. You just need to make
KeyMacro smarter by telling it about the specific web pages you go to most often. It’s as simple as typing your favorite sites in
the suggestions bar and then telling it what you’re looking for. KeyMacro works even if the user isn’t currently in the browser –
you just need to give the extension all the details. KeyMacro for Safari KeyMacro also allows you to type and navigate to a
website using Safari. The process is similar to the one described above for Chrome, except that the browser needs to be the
active one. When you start typing a URL address and KeyMacro proposes a shortcut, just click on it. You’ll then be taken to the
webpage you were searching for. You can also start typing a keyword and KeyMacro will offer suggestions for related
keywords. KeyMacro doesn’t save your browsing history, so it doesn’t know what you’ve searched for recently. If you want to
see the results, then you need to enable the “All Web History” option 70238732e0 Airomate 2 11 Crack Cocaine
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Macro to calculate md5 hash of any given text. As defined by Ian Armstrong at Example: md5hash("text") returns
"8fe3792ecbb42437a4f90f87b29fb174" md5hash(Get-Random) returns "0b24054c97f768c9450a98e1e7f6dcce" md5hash(Get-
Content -Path c:\windows\temp\tempfile.txt) returns "2a68f51f3e78edfd7cb42c5a9087f934c" Usage: md5hash("text")
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